The birthplace of pub culture and a hedonistic night scene, London now sits
at the forefront of a multisensory cocktail revolution with a simple goal –
to mess with your head. As mad mixologists draw inspiration from literature,
TV and Europe’s molecular gastronomy kitchens, they go forth to bravely concoct
drinks that tantalize you far beyond the taste buds
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A
OPPOSITE PAGE
At Purl, helmed by
bar manager Lukas
Stafin, innovative
drinks served in
creative containers
steal the show
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tiny flowerpot of dark soil sprinkled with
delicate pale pink rosebuds sits on the
mirror-topped table in front of me. Lukas
Stafin, the bar manager of Purl, an inviting
underground leather- and crystal-bedecked
speakeasy in Marylebone – one of London’s
most venerable and affluent neighborhoods
– instructs me to nibble a spoonful of “dirt”
before taking a sip of green liquid from a
stemmed cocktail glass.
My leap of faith into the Herb Garden is
rewarded with the sensation of drinking a
rum-soaked, deconstructed mint chocolate
chip cookie. The boldness of the spicy white
rum is tempered by the sweetness of the
chocolate crumbs and mint jelly, which are
balanced by the refreshing sourness of
homemade kaffir lime leaf cordial.
“We are playing around with people’s
expectations,” Stafin explains to me. “It
looks like one thing but tastes like
something else. Molecular gastronomy chefs
change the visual experience of a dish –
that’s what we try to do as well.”
Traditional pubs serving beer on tap have
been a staple of London’s social scene for
centuries. But in recent years, spirits have
taken center stage as an increasing number
of cocktail-focused bars capture the city’s
imagination. Now touted as one of the
cocktail capitals of the world, London is a
fertile environment for creative mixologists,
keen to experiment and push boundaries.
Fierce competition in the industry continues
to raise the bar, to the delight of punters
thirsting for something other than a
standard pint or house pour.
That thirst leads many to descend the
single flight of stairs into Purl’s opulent
underground lair, which brings to mind a
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glamorous 1920s drinking parlor. From the
dropper bottles filled with colorful bitters
and syrups nestled inside a hollow antique
globe on the bar and dimly lit alcoves
furnished with cream leather banquettes, to
the unorthodox glassware selected to suit
each drink, Purl is about as far as you can
get from a typical London boozer.
Every cocktail passing by on its way to
another table elicits gasps of envy. Take the
novelty tin in the shape of a red London
phone box: a paper drinking straw pokes
through the coin slot at the top next to an
edible coin, emblazoned with the iconic
Mind the Gap logo. It looks like a magic
potion straight out of Alice in Wonderland,
but inside is Purl’s take on a classic British
cocktail made with kumquat-infused gin,
homemade Angostura bitters and orange
syrup and Bermondsey Tonic Water.
“Lots of people like to take the tin home
as a souvenir,” Stafin reveals with a wink.
“We can’t really blame them. Technically it
is a souvenir – you can buy it everywhere in
Leicester Square.”
For those who like a side of drama and
pizzazz with their drink, two cocktails that
have been on the bar’s menu from day one
– the Mr Hyde and the Cerez Joker –
certainly fit the bill. The former involves a
ginger- and coffee- scented fog, which
mingles with cherry wood smoke when a
small bottle of rum-based liquid is uncorked.
The latter is served with magic string, a
thyme-scented balloon and a health warning
for those with weak hearts. “Playing with
texture, smell and even sound adds a little
bit of theater to the experience,” Stafin
notes. Of course you can order a classic
martini, negroni or an old fashioned cocktail
here – but where’s the adventure in that?
Across town in Shoreditch, East London,
a wooden door on Worship Street is a portal
through which visitors can time-travel
simultaneously back into the past and
onward into the future. The dimly lit
Worship Street Whistling Shop’s pressed-tin
ceiling, exposed brick walls and framed
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MOLECULAR
MASTER CLASS
London’s top mixologists
share what goes into their
prized recipes

The Cerez Joker – Purl
Combine vodka, cherry
liqueur, Green Chartreuse,
raspberry syrup, lemon
juice, egg white and ice in
a shaker. Tie a small helium
balloon spritzed with thyme
or rose essence to the
serving vessel. Light the
string on fire. When the
spherical garnish pops, a
delightful aroma fills the air.

ILLUSTRATION: ICONIC (SIDEBAR ICON)

The Mad Hatter's Tea Party
– The Alchemist
Place citrus zest, herbs and
fruit in the upper chamber of
a vacuum coffee maker and
a mixture of orange juice,
elderflower cordial and
vodka in the lower chamber.
Heat over a Bunsen burner
until the liquid rises and
mingles with the fruit.

Like A Gentleman – Worship
Street Whistling Shop
Use a vacuum chamber to
infuse fresh turf into birch
vermouth. Add truffle oil to
bitters and freeze overnight,
then strip away the solidified
oil. Stir the grassy vermouth
into Old Tom gin with ice
and add a couple of drops of
the truffle bitters.

“We take
inspiration
from anything –
culinary trends,
culture, history –
and try to create
a story around
each drink”
THIS SPREAD
The dazzling bar
counter at The
Alchemist

sepia-tone photographs recall a 19thcentury gin palace, while a white porcelain
bathtub standing upright in a corner is a
cheeky nod to the days of yesteryear when
Londoners made bootleg spirits at home.
But don’t be misled by the charming
old-world feel – the futuristic concoctions
made behind the bar are anything but retro.
“We use a rotary evaporator – a lowpressure distillation system – among other
techniques and contraptions to achieve
flavor profiles that are not possible with just
a mortar and pestle or a cocktail shaker,”
Arnaud Chevalier, the operations manager
at Worship Street Whistling Shop, explains.
“For example, freezing and pulverizing fresh
mint and dill leaves before charging them
with soda water in a carbon dioxide
chamber creates a much more intense flavor
and avoids the unfortunate bitterness that
can sometimes result from muddling.”
The “rotovap” is essential for creating the
bar’s innovative 1691 cocktail, which
involves ingredients like goat's cheeseinfused vodka, honey-sweet mead and
spiced raspberry vinegar. It sounds more
like a salad than a cocktail, but comes out
tasting like a pleasantly tangy, fruity
cheesecake. Breaking down how something
is made and then recreating it in a new way
coaxes intense and unexpected flavors from
familiar ingredients. And indeed, Worship
Street Whistling Shop’s creative process
doesn’t end in the chemistry lab.
“When creating new cocktails, we take
inspiration from anything – culinary trends,
culture, history – and try to create a story
around each drink,” Chevalier explains. For
example, the gin-based Persian Slipper is a
reference to the shoe in which Sherlock
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“Ultimately, guests don’t
walk into our bar because
they are thirsty – they
want to be entertained”

SIDEBAR IMAGES: RICHARD HAUGHTON (HEDONE), THE SHED

OPPOSITE PAGE,
CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT
The Tickle Me Pink,
a drink served at
The Alchemist; a
mixologist at The
Alchemist preparing
the Mad Hatter's
Tea Party cocktail;
the interior of
Worship Street
Whistling Shop;
Arnaud Chevalier, the
operations manager
of Worship Street
Whistling Shop

Holmes keeps extra pipe tobacco,
incorporating homemade chai masala as a
nod to the sleuth’s travels to the Indian
subcontinent. It is served wrapped in a
page from a Holmes novel, newly spritzed
with the scent of tobacco. The drink’s many
dimensions – flavor, aroma, tactility and
literary reference – elevate it from simple
refreshment to full-body experience.
Frankly, this is not the place to visit for a
standard screwdriver or cosmopolitan
cocktail – there are neither juices nor coffee
machines behind the bar, just classic drink
ingredients like vintage spirits, vermouths
and bitters. But what Worship Street
Whistling Shop lacks in espresso martinis, it
makes up for tenfold with careful research
and skillful execution. Still, Chevalier
contends that they do not deploy fancy
laboratory equipment, molecular
gastronomy techniques and theatrical
elements merely for the sake of it.
“Smoke and fire look cool, but if they
don’t bring something to the drink, what’s
the point? If you haven’t thought it through,
it’s just a gimmick,” he says. There are no
gimmicks in sight at this Worship Street

drinking den, just mind-bending elixirs that
may just make you feel as though you’ve
entered a different dimension.
In contrast to its dark and moody
speakeasy brethren, The Alchemist –
wedged between skyscrapers in London’s
Central Business District – is all bright
windows, high ceilings and pops of neon
pink. The aesthetic of its cocktail menu,
which features mysterious ingredients like
magic, science and childhood, is a cross
between astrology and the periodic table of
elements. But there’s nothing about the
influence of molecular gastronomy on the
cocktail development process.
“The line between the bar and the
kitchen is becoming increasingly blurred,”
notes Dariush Afshar Haghighi, The
Alchemist’s head of bar training and
development. “Molecular gastronomy is a
source of inspiration. Chefs are usually
ahead of us in terms of new ingredients,
equipment and techniques, all of which can
be put to use behind the bar," he says. "A
chef’s understanding of flavor pairings or
how to stabilize a liquid at a particular
viscosity and use proteins and natural acids
can all be used to our advantage.”
Case in point: the Tickle Me Pink. Electric
daisies – edible flowers popular with food
scientists that induce a numbing sensation
– are infused into gin. The result is
presented in a plastic syringe atop a
highball of more gin, lime and elderflower
cordial. A squirt of the fuchsia liquid creates
a tingling sensation on the tongue that can
be soothed with a sip of the icy cocktail. As
Haghighi points out, people come for the
show: “Ultimately, guests don’t walk into
our bar because they are thirsty – they want
to be entertained.”

SENSES AT I O N A L
DINING
A few of London’s
top restaurants
that of fer
multisensor y
dining
experiences

❶
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❸
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Restaurant Story
This Michelin-starred
establishment prides
itself on its intelligent,
ingredient-led
cooking. Seasonally
changing tasting
menus employ
cutting-edge
techniques and
innovative flavor
combinations.
restaurantstory.co.uk

Hedone
Voted one of the
world’s 50 best
restaurants last
year, this menu-less
restaurant works with
an ever-changing
roster of unique
ingredients to create
daily, personalized
tasting menus.
hedonerestaurant.
com

Dans Le Noir?
Dining in complete
darkness provides
a singular sensory
experience and
challenges preconceived
notions of how things
taste and smell. Here, the
visually-impaired waitstaff
guides guests through
a seasonal menu paired
with an array of wines.
london.danslenoir.com

The Shed
The casual ambiance
of this rustic Notting
Hill eatery belies the
subtle sophistication
of its British sharing
plates. Many of the
ingredients are
derived from the
owners’ family farm
and vineyards in West
Sussex. theshedrestaurant.com
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“Anything
from
gummy
bears to
a new
Netflix
series can
inspire us”

ART
ABOUT TOWN
Our pick of three exhibitions
to check out in the British
capital this May

The American Dream:
Pop to the Present
From the assassination of
JFK to the Vietnam War,
this exhibition at The
British Museum presents
an exciting collection of
prints that depict a vibrant
and often tumultuous
period in American history.
americandreamexhibition.
org

With its whimsical menu and interactive
drinks, Haghighi tells me that The Alchemist
aims to arouse guests’ curiosity, provoke a
smile and maybe even inspire a tale or two
later. “People want a reason to share their
experiences on social media. Loud
garnishes, color-changing cocktails and
drinks that require participation add
another dimension to an evening out.”
Still, as with Purl and Worship Street
Whistling Shop, The Alchemist takes great
care to employ splashy elements that
ultimately serve a purpose. “Whether it
foams, incorporates large popping bubbles
or is enveloped in scented fog, every drink
needs a ‘why’,” he explains. “We spend six
months carefully developing each menu
– and if a drink has no ‘why’ it is usually
scrapped. Otherwise, we would end up with
a menu that lacks integrity.”
Back in Purl’s basement hideaway, over a
grassy, woody Hay Hanky Panky cocktail
created through the sorcery of toasting hay
before placing it in a sous-vide bath for 12
hours with gin, vermouth and Fernet Branca,
Stafin explains that the only constraints on
his cocktail menu are practical ones. Are the
ingredients in season and available? Can the
drink be prepped and made quickly enough
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PAL flies between Manila and London daily.
Website: philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations hotline: +63 2 855 8888
Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com

David Hockney
One of the most popular
and influential British artists
of the 20th century returns
to Tate Britain. This exhibit
features an extensive
collection of Hockney’s
work, including depictions
of Yorkshire landscapes and
never-before-seen paintings.
tate.org.uk

THIS PAGE
The Persian Slipper, one of the cocktails on
offer at Worship Street Whistling Shop

during a busy service? Otherwise, the sky’s
the limit. “Anything from gummy bears to a
new Netflix series can inspire us. If you
offer something with an element people
can connect to, they go for it.”
The result is a cocktail that’s so much
more than just a drink. It’s a game, a play
on words, a scintillating conversation
piece. Ultimately, the goal of incorporating
techniques from the molecular gastronomy
trade into mixology is to delight the taste
buds while fooling the eye and entertaining
even the most world-weary mind. If your
full set of senses have been left out of the
cocktail experience up until now, it’s high
time to get them involved.

Michelangelo & Sebastiano
On at The National Gallery,
this exhibit delves into
the relationship between
two extraordinary Italian
masters – Michelangelo and
Sebastiano del Piombo. The
pair worked together in
16th-century Rome, a period
of great artistic innovation.
nationalgallery.org.uk
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